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• In computing platform procurement,              
power consumption (not performance - nor space) 
dominates considerations.                                          
 
• Green, or eco-friendliness, is good.                            
        
• "Clean" technologies are good.
Power Consumption
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• Technology capabilities in different foundries                     
are converging.                                                                            
 
• CPU frequencies are “hitting the wall” - Law of Physics.         
                                                      
• Finer grain of parallelism sought versus SMP platforms.        
                                            
• New challenge in software programing paradigm.                 
                                                            
• Virtualization provides a "soft landing".
Multi-core, multi-thread microprocessors
                                                                                                                                    
Network Computing 
Is Thread Rich
Web services, JavaTM 
applications, database 
transactions, ERP . . .
Moore’s Law
A fraction of the die can 
already build a good 
processor core; how am I 





of CPU cycles! Friend or foe?
Forcing a rethinking of 
processor architecture – 
modularity, less is more, 
time-to-market
Growing Complexity
of Processor Design 
 
The Big Bang Is Happening—
Four Converging Trends
Core 1
 Memory Latency  Compute
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• An effective way to save power, too!                                
       
• The pursuit of utilization and manageability                   
leads to virtualization.                                                        
       
• Not a new concept; but, it's the right technology,        
at the right time.                                                                 
       
• From virtual memory, to virtual file systems,                  
to virtual machines.                                                            
       
• Eventually, virtual processor (or processor ISA)              
is also going to happen.
Virtualization
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